A MAINTENANCE-FREE TRAY, DESIGNED FOR MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY

ULTRAHAUL
The maintenance-free, linerless tray, proven to increase
productivity by up to 40%.
After 15 years of repairing OEM heavy haulage trays, SMW Group decided there was a better
way to approach the common maintenance issues they were constantly repairing. The Ultrahaul
is the result - the tray that will cut your maintenance budget and increase your productivity.
With proven fleet results on one of the Bowen Basin’s biggest mine sites, what kind of impact
could they make on the Carmichael site?

Engineered with productivity in mind
Ultrahaul trays are custom-designed for each site, to optimise payload and give you the
maximum haulage per spend.
Don’t stick with what you’ve always known - choose the maintenance-free option that increases
productivity.
•
•
•
•
•
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Unique skeletal design to keep the tray strong and minimise corrosion
Balanced between lightweight and durable - existing fleet is 4 years maintenance-free
Standard radiused corners to reduce material hang-up
Increased angle on the tray floor to reduce floor wear over time
Engineered for the specific density of your site’s material - either general purpose or coal
haulage
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ENGINEERED FOR
PRODUCTIVITY
ABOUT THE ULTRAHAUL
SMW Group's Ultrahaul trays are custom-designed
for payload optimisation at every site - meaning you
get the maximum value in payload haulage per
spend.

Skeletal Rib Design

Hang-Up Elimination

The unique Ultrahaul tray
exo-skeleton is customengineered for a light-strong
robust tray.

The standard Ultrahau I
design features rounded
(radiused) corners to
eliminate material hangup in
variable operating conditions.

The floating rib design allows
tray flex without cracking in
the chassis rails, minimising
each tray's weight while
maximising payload.
The i-beam design minimises
frame weight and eliminates
cavities in the framework
where product can build up
over time, increasing tray
weight and providing areas
for corrosion.

SMW Group can offer several
more innovations to eliminate
different materials hang-up.
Among others, we can offer
an optional PTFE lining
molded to the front wall
transition corners to further
eliminate hang up for differing
material applications.

Integrated QA
The Ultrahaul tray designs are
put through Finite Element
Analysis prior to design sign
off. This highlights and
allows us to rectify any
potential weakness in the
structure prior to finalisation
of design, with the process
repeated until a strong
outcome is achieved.
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Floor Wear Minimisation Through Tray Design
The addition of an increased angle on the rear section of tray floor provides a resistance
to slide of the load on the tray floor in the earlier stages of tray raising. This promotes
load shear, a process in which the upper section of the load starts to slide off the tray
first, with layers of material sliding on subsequent layers as the tray rises, until the
angle is such that the material on the floor slides off the body. This has the effect of
reducing the downward load on the material as it slides off the tray floor, reducing floor
wear over time.
These design features, combined with our innovative robotic approach to
manufacturing, QA and whole-of-life costs through leasing and integrated wear
packages, make Ultrahaul the ideal tray choice.
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ROBOTIC WELDING
About Our Robotic Welding System
The Ultrahaul manufacturing process is assisted by state-of-the-art
robotic welding technology. Our robotic system creates a live QA
data log for end user cost savings and manufacturing efficiencies
coupled with the security of weld quality on large, lengthy structural
plate joins.
KEY BENEFITS OF THE SYSTEM ARE AS FOLLOWS:

I
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•

Temperature controlled operating system ensures structural plate and welding wire
manufacturers recommendations are held within strict tolerances. The system will
automatically disengage the process if temperatures exceed or reduces outside
these parameters.

•

Cost savings of robotics passed on to the client, reducing overall expenditure.

•

All welding operations are computer data logged for thorough Quality Assurance.

•

Lengths of weld beads can reach up to 4.5-5m in various welding positions and
around corners. This is beneficial due to the significant reduction in stop starts
throughout the weld zones in critical areas, which significantly decreases the
amount of micro-cracking contained in "stop-start" junctures.

•

Welding parameter variables are set and do not alter in comparison to manual
welding methods.
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CASE STUDY
ULTRAHAUL TRAYS ON SITE
In 2016, SMW Group delivered a fleet of nine Caterpillar 793D Ultrahaul trays to a
client in the Bowen Basin, following initial testing of the tray design on site. These
trays are manufactured utilising our state-of-the-art robotic welding system and
more conventional automated welding processes, providing significant cost and
time savings to the client.
The trays are designed to OEM specifications and engineered to suit the site's
specific material. The trays are currently achieving maximum truck design payload
(plus freeboard) and are monitored by SMW Group's Product Support team to
ensure their effective life in the field is being met.
To date, the underbody rib design is entirely maintenance-free.
These coal trays have increased productivity of the trucks by 40% by optimising tray
size to suit the mined product.
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ULTRAHAUL
CUSTOMISABLE
DESIGN CRITERIA
The Ultrahaul can be designed to meet any or all of the
following criteria, plus additional site requirements:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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Payload capacity and fill factor
Maximum side height for loading
Maximum tray width
Maximum tray height
Ground clearance
Load positioning indicators
Side lights
Rock ejectors
Tray lowered indicator
Eyebrows
Headboard position

PRICING
PRICING ARRANGEMENTS
Ultrahaul trays can be priced in several different ways to
suit your operating and maintenance budgets.

Option 1: Capital + Maintenance
•

Capital Purchase of the tray at commencement of
project. Purchase of a liner pack after a nominal 2 years
as a maintenance expense in order to accommodate
the wear on the tray floor.

Option 2: Full Capital Cost
•

Capital purchase of the tray as well as a separate liner
package, shrink wrapped and protective coated, for
install at a future date.

Option 3: Lease to Buy
•

Lease to buy arrangement, where the client leases the
trays over three years with a fixed monthly payment
schedule to spread costs. After three years, the trays
become the property of the client.

ESTIMATED REPLACEMENT LIFE
The estimated replacement life of an
Ultrahaul tray is between 4-6 years,
depending on design.
At the end of the design life, the customer has the following
options:
1.
2.

Replace the tray
Run to failure, for perhaps an additional 12 months
with maintenance costs
3. Carry out a major overhaul to extend the tray life for a
further two to three years
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SUPPORT AND SERVICE
MANUFACTURING
FACILITIES

QUALITY ASSURANCE

SMW Group has manufacturing capacity in
strategic proximity to all major mining centres,
in Queensland's Bowen and Galilee Basins,
the New South Wales Hunter Valley and in
Western Australia.
No matter your location, SMW Group can
arrange for the Ultrahaul trays to be
manufactured close to your site, reducing
transport risk and cost.

ESTIMATED LEAD TIMES

SMW Group's Qua I ity Assurance
Management System is independently
accredited to ISO 9001, and ensures that
our operations are conducted in a manner
that ensures quality and consistency with
our clients' requirements. SMW Group aims
to provide an excellent standard of
engineering and to ensure that the
associated services are acceptable to al I
clients. Our goal is to deliver these services
at the required quality and cost in a safe
manner with due regard to client concerns
and needs.
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All of our welding is completed in line with
AS1554 by qualified boilermakers
experienced in the unique wear conditions
and maintenance requirements of the
mining industry.

A one-off Ultrahaul tray can be
manufactured in 6-8 weeks from Purchase
Order receipt to delivery on site.
For a full fleet with rolling delivery, we
implement a continuous production line
process, meaning boilermakers are
assigned specific components and gradually
specialise and grow their expertise. This
speeds up production
and minimises defects and rework, while
also optimising QA processes.

Our manufacturing processes are fully
documented, with weld maps and weld
registers supplied as part of the final quality
document on tray delivery. MSDS registers
and final dimensional confirmation
certificates can also be supplied as part of
the quality document.

Under this continuous production line,
Ultrahaul trays can be delivered sequentially
at a rate of up to 1-2 trays per week after the
initial 6-week lead time.
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THE PEOPLE BEHIND
ULTRAHAUL
SMW Group has been a proud mining industry provider of field servicing,
maintenance and emergency repair and rebuild services for over 10 years.
It is from this experience that we have developed the Ultrahaul tray - the
lightest, fastest and most cost-efficient heavy haulage tray on the market.
Each tray is designed to suit the specific material it is hauling, allowing
the maximum payload. Ultrahaul trays need minimal maintenance, and
can be customised to suit any heavy haulage fleet.

VALUE PROPOSITION

Innovative

One-stop Shop

SMW Group recently won the
Queensland Mining Contractor
Innovation Award, for our innovative
approach to using robotics in large-scale
repair projects. Innovation isn't just
confined to our workshop - we foster a
culture of innovation throughout our
team, always doing things differently.
SMW Group's dedication to innovation,
cost-saving and time-saving measures in
a tough mining market is proof that we
are capable of thriving as an organisation
even through tough economic conditions.

As a complete provider for engineering,
fabrication and maintenance, SMW Group
aims to integrate seamlessly into our clients'
work sites to ensure continuous provision of
our services. Our management team will
work with you to ensure process and service
provision specifics are tailored individually to
meet the immediate requirements of your
sites. Our engineering will ensure your trays
meet specific needs of each site, while our
qualified team of mining industry
boilermakers, plus our automation experts
will manufacture a tray product that meets
and exceeds industry standard, while
catering to maximum payload.

In 2014, SMW Group was also named the
Mining Contractor of the Year Award for
an ongoing tray fleet maintenance
project for which SMW Group cut the
client's costs by nearly a quarter. This
was achieved through several cost
reduction and efficiency measures, and
by introducing a production line process
to create a faster, smarter and more
efficient project.
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CONTACT
ULTRAHAUL

Part of the SMW Group

P: 1300 SMW GROUP
E: info@ultrahau I.com.au
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